
IDENTITY - STUDY THROUGH THE BOOK OF EPHESIANS 

JOURNALING WITH THE “HEAR” METHOD 

In addition to our weekly gatherings, I’m also asking that each of you spend time in the 
assigned readings and journal your experiences with God by using the “HEAR” method. 
We will be reading one chapter, each day, and then re-cycling through the Book of 
Ephesians each week.  

The acronym stands for Highlight, Explain, Apply, and Respond. Each of these four 
steps creates an atmosphere for hearing God speak. 

Highlight - Simply jot down a verse or two that jumped out at you while reading the 
assigned verses. 

Explain - Summarize the passage in your own words or explain what the text means to 
you. Consider context, what you sense God trying to communicate through the text, etc. 

Apply - Use the following questions to help you extract application points from the 
verses...How can this verse or passage help me? What’s God saying to me? What 
would the application of this verse look like in my life? 

Respond - Finally, respond to the text. You may write an action step to do, describe a 
change in perspective, or simply respond in prayer to what you’ve learned. 

FINAL THOUGHT 

This study is rooted in discovering God’s desire for us and, in turn, discovering our 
identity in Him. Be excited for what God has to share. And, as tiring as any particular 
day might be, stick with it, but don’t beat yourself up if you miss a day or two in the 
readings. God’s understanding and forgiving. And so am I. =) 



ICEBREAKER DISCUSSION:  

1. Share one insight you got from journaling through the H.E.A.R. method this past 
week?

CONTINUE…WEEK NINE - THE NEW MAN IN CHRIST  
 
BIBLE STUDY QUESTIONS (EPHESIANS 4:17-32):

1. How could we “give the devil an opportunity”?

2. According to this passage, what is the purpose of working and how do you feel 
about Paul’s reasoning?

3. What is considered an “unwholesome word”?

4. What are ways we can “grieve the Holy Spirit of God”?

WALK IN LOVE  
READ EPHESIANS 5:1-5 

1. How are we to be “imitators of God”?

2. What does it mean to “live in love”?

3. What great example of love does Paul offer?

4. How was Christ “a sacrificial and fragrant offering to God”?

5. Instead of “foolish talk” and “course jesting,” what are to speak?

6. What type of people have no “inheritance in the kingdom of Christ”? 


